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 Functions of the Various Products Traded on CHYMALL 

 How to become an active member 

 Frequently asked Questions and Answers 
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✍ About CHYMALL? Who is CHYMALL? 

 

 Chymall is the Trade name for Chy Century Heng Yue Group 

Limited in China. 

 Chy Century Heng Yue Group Limited bought controlling shares in 

SAIRUI Mall and partnered with her in the area of logistics and supply 

chain management... This has positioned CHYMALL to become a 

very strong e-commerce brand in the world or e-commerce  

 Chymall is registered with the Nigeria corporate affairs commission 

also registered Ghana, Cameroon and the United Kingdom to 

mention a few!!! 

 Chy Century Heng Yue Group Limited remit tax to the federal 

government as a part of fulfilling it regulatory requirements to do 

business in Nigeria  

 Chymall still retains Sairui Mall's *New Retail Model and is spreading 

fast across different countries and continents! 

 CHYMALL is an online shopping mall like eBay, Amazon, Jumia, 

Konga etc but with a touch of uniqueness. It runs on a system called 

New Retail 

 New Retail is a system proposed by Jack MA owner of Alibaba 

Group which allows customers to buy goods/services at both 

wholesale price and retail sections  

 In CHYMALL, You buy at both retail price and wholesale price. 

However your wholesale products are  sold for you while you earn a 

profit every 10days 
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 Profit earned per 10days of trade on CHYMALL is 5% of your total 

money! We term this "TRADING" 

 When we trade on CHYMALL, we make profits! 

 And With this singular  act of CHYMALL life is changing dramatically 

on a daily basis  

 

BASIC FACTS ABOUT CHYMALL... 

 

 Chymall is not a PONZI 

 Chymall is not a HYIP! 

 Chymall is not an INVESTMENT PLATFORM... 

 Chymall is just a MALL (Online Shop) where you can make money on it 

via New Retail... 

 Chymall has presence in different countries of the world and there are 

over 10 Country's currency on the App! 

 Chymall has unique products and service it renders to her teaming 

members as such can't be classified as a ponzi scheme 

 Profits in Chymall are earned when you trade. If you don't trade, you 

don't earn. 

 All registered members get their products delivered to their physical 

address 

 You decide to do what you please with the products. 
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PRODUCTS OF CHYMALL  E-COMMERCE 

 

 

 CHY MALL products are mainly Quantum energy products 

The products available in Nigerian Service centers include the following; 

 

1. Slimming Patch 

2. Men's Quantum Underwear 

3. Quantum Pendant 
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4. Quantum Anti-Blue Ray Glasses 

5. Quantum Ring 

6. Anti radiation sticker 

7. Quantum Beauty Spray 

8. Fuel Saver  

9. Beauty Mask 

10. Foot Massager 

 

FUNCTIONS OF THE VARIOUS KINDS OF PRODUCT 

TRADED ON CHYMALL  

 

We value the products that we offer our clients even much more than the 

massive residual incomes we assist you make. We offer to our cherished 

members many powerful products with amazing health benefits. Some of them 

are as listed below 

 

1. Quantum Energy Glass. 

 

Quantum energy glasses, equipped with four technologies, can relieve eye 

fatigue and protect your eyes. It promotes eye and Repair microcirculation and 
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eliminate toxins. It does not only protect your eyes, it actually corrects all defects 

associated with the eye. 

 

2. Faucet Water Purifier 

With 7 effective layers of filtration, the Faucet water purifier gives the cleanest 

water for homes, offices and more. You do not have to spend money on bottled 

water and sachet water ever again. 

 

2. Quantum Beauty Spray 

 

Put water in this amazing bottle and spray at any part of your body for extra 

ordinary results. 

It takes away your wrinkles. It removes black spots. It removes mouth odour. 

Removes bad odour from your shoes. It stops your hair from breaking and gives it 

an all new natural look. It slows down ageing. In fact it makes you feel young all 

the time. 
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3. Quantum Fuel Saver Sticker It saves Fuel Consumption by 30% whiles 

maximizing your engine’s performance. 

 

 

5. Quantum Anti-radiation Sticker 

Can be placed on phones, computers and many other Electric /Electronic 

gadgets to absorb the radiations they emit 

 

 

CHY Mall IS NOT AN INVESTMENT COMPANY  

CHY Mall IS A PRODUCT BASED E-COMMERCE SHOPPING MALL WHERE WE DO 

BUYING AND SELLING LIKE OTHER SHOPPING Malls , but then we also use network 

marketing business model to promote our business by rewarding customers who 

promote the quantum energy products through our platform.  

CHY Mall never receives your money and gives you interests in return. Until you 

purchase a product, you will never pay any cash to us.  

CHY Mall gives you the product you purchase by you choosing a VIP (Package 

of your choice).  

The NEW RETAIL FEATURE allows you to be connected to the company's 

manufacturers where you buy actual tangible products at discounts after you 

have finally purchased one from company's RETAIL SHOP.  

 Note that company DOES NOT COMPULSORILY SELL YOUR PRODUCTS AT THE 

WHOLESALE FOR you. Until you choose for company to sell for you, company will 
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deliver your products to you just like Jumia, kikuu and even Pinduoduo. 

However, we do this using our already created strategic SERVICE CENTRES.  

 

So the risk would have come in if company has no tangible products that gives 

you value for the money you pay, but claim that they do buying and selling of 

products. We do real buying and selling.  

 

E-COMMERCE platforms are highly acceptable in Africa and the world at large. 

Anybody at all can buy or sell things online.  

 

SEC is not responsible for monitoring companies that do buying and selling of 

products, because they supply what they have at their own price and nobody 

cares. 

 

This is why there is no risk in CHY Mall.  

The worse that can happen in this business which wouldn't happen because we 

already have the market of customers is for them to return back your goods that 

you purchased for which purpose you ordered them to sell for profits. 

The good news, however, is that CHY Mall already has its own consumers or 

customers of its own product and by 2020 December we will be over 500,000 

members practicing the new retail system and that should tell you that even if 

we all stop networking for CHY Mall, the market is there since we ourselves 

including you and me are the personal consumers of our company products. 

 

Hope this help you to understand this business better? 
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WHY YOU SHOULD CONSIDER JOINING CHYMALL NOW! 

 

 Unlike other online shopping mall, You earn on CHYMALL without the 

obligation of having to sell products or bring in people. 

 

 The fact THAT, payment is more convenient since you can do your 

withdrawals at any given TIME, even your trading capital.  

 

 The fact that you don't have to move around to sell your products since the 

company does the selling for you. You simply make money as the coy sells the 

products for you and give you your profit every 10-12 days.  

 

 The fact that CHYMALL products are unique and stands out.  

 

 The fact that the company is a registered entity with the CAC having 

presence in most parts of the country (Service Centers) where your products are 

first received and forwarded to you.  

 

 Fact that, due to the pandemic, your salary alone can't sustain you and you 

need a plan B. 

 

 That fact that, many people are already making hundreds of thousands daily 

from CHYMALL and you too can if you plug  in now. 

 

 What else do you want to know? 
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FAQs About CHYMALL! 

 

✍ Do I need to  (refer) people before I earn every 11days?  

ANS: NO 

 

✍ Do I have to sell products before getting my money? 

ANS: NO.... WE DON'T SELL PRODUCTS ON CHYMALL (COMPANY SELLS FOR US 

WHILE WE EARN) 

 

✍ Do I earn every 11days after trading? 

ANS: YES 

 

✍ Do I earn both my trade money and profit after the 11days trade period? 

ANS: YES 

 

✍ Where is your office in Nigeria? 

ANS: CHYMALL has not opened her Company office to attend to the large 

public in Nigeria yet.... Rather Chymall has Service Centres in some locations in 

the country!  

 

✍ How can I get my products when I register? 

ANS: After the lockdown 

 

✍ How do I withdraw my money after trading or if I choose to discontinue the 

Business? 
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ANS: You can withdraw via these channels; Through UBA and Zenith Banks, 

Bitcoin or P2P transfer! 

 

✍ How long will this business last? 

ANS: As long as people use Quantum Energy Products 

As long as people are buying houses 

As long as people wearing cloth  

As long as technology remains  in existence  etc..... 

 

✍ Are you sure I don't need to refer anybody before I make money every 

11days?  

ANS: YES 

 

✍ Can I set my earnings on autopilot? 

ANS: YES (there is now Autotrade for 5rounds and 10rounds of trade while you 

just take profits) 
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HOW TO BECOME A REGISTERED VIP MEMBER??? 

YOU BECOME A VIP MEMBER BY SUBSCRIBING TO ANY OF THE BELOW PACKAGES  

 

 BELOW ARE THE AVAILABLE PACKAGES  

VIP2   

Registration - #19,000 

Trading capital - #34,200 

Total = #53,200 

Earn #7,980 monthly from trading + free product worth #57,000 

VIP3   

Registration - #38,000 

Trading capital - #68,400 

Total = #106,400 

Earn #15,960 monthly from trading + free product worth over #114,000 

VIP4   

Registration - #114,000 

Trading capital - #205,200 

Total = #319,200 

Earn #47,880 monthly from trading + free product worth over #342,000 

VIP5   

Registration - #228,000 

Trading capital - #410,400 

Total = #638,400 

Earn #95,760 monthly from trading + free product worth over $684,000 
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NOW LET GO THROUGH ONE BY ONE,  

 

LET START WITH VIP1; 

VIP 1 (Total of $25 / N9,500 is needed) 

REGISTRATION (FEE = $25 / N9,500) 

This VIP requires an amount of $25 to activate it. 

One receives a Quantum mobile phone sticker which cost the registration fee 

($25). 

 

TRADING 

For this package, no trading is involved. 

One earns by only referrals. 

 

LET CONTINUE WITH VIP2, HOW IT WORKS; 

VIP 2 (Total of $140 / N53,200 is needed) 

REGISTRATION (FEE = $50) 

This package requires an amount of $50 / N19,000 to activate it. 

One receives Quantum beauty spray worth the registration fee ($50) after 

registering. 

 

TRADING (CAPITAL = $90/ N34,200) 

For each trade, you buy either Quantum ring or belly button with from the 

retail at a cost of $50. This product belongs to you. 

You are given opportunity to buy 2 of the same item you bought at the retail 

shop from the wholesale at 60% discount each. This amount $20 × 2 = $40 
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CHYMALL takes your two products and sell within 10 days at the retail for $50 

each, making $100. 

A VAT of $3 is deducted for the government. 

So at the end of the 10 days, you will receive $97 

You can rollover your trading capital ($90) for another trade, leaving your 

profit, $7/ N2,660 OR 

You can withdraw all the $97. And this ends your trade. 

 

LET CONTINUE WITH VIP3; 

VIP 3 (Total of $280 / N106,400 is needed) 

REGISTRATION (FEE = $100 / N38,000) 

This package requires an amount of $100 / N38,000 to activate it. 

One receives Quantum eye glasses which cost $100 after registering. 

 

TRADING (CAPITAL = $180 / N68,400) 

For each trade, one buys either Quantum fuel saver of Compression mask from 

the retail at a cost of $100. This product belongs to you. 

You are then given opportunity to buy 2 of the same item you bought at the 

retail shop from the wholesale at 60% discount each. This amount $40 × 2 = $80 

CHYMALL lists your two products and sell for you in 10 days time at the retail for 

$100 each, making $200 

A VAT of $6 is deducted for the government. 

So at the end of the 10 days, you will receive $194. 

You can rollover you trading capital ($180) for another trade, leaving your 

profit of $14. OR 

You can withdraw all the $194. And this ends your trade. 
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LET CONTINUE WITH VIP4; 

VIP 4 (Total of $840 / N319,200 is needed) 

REGISTRATION (FEE = $300 / N114,000) 

This package requires an amount of $300 / N114,000 to activate it. 

One receives Quantum energy pendant which cost $300 after registering. 

 

TRADING (CAPITAL = $540 / N205,200) 

For each trade, one buys either Quantum energy heart and neck instrument or 

quantum moxibustion chip from the retail at a cost of $300. This product belongs 

to you. 

You are then given opportunity to buy 2 of the same item you bought at the 

retail shop from the wholesale at 60% discount each. This amount $120 × 2 = 

$240 

CHYMALL lists your two products and sell for you in 10 days time at the retail for 

$300 each, making $600 

A VAT of $12 is deducted for the government. 

So at the end of the 10 days, you will receive $582. 

You can rollover you trading capital ($540) for another trade, leaving your 

profit of $42. OR 

You can withdraw all the $582. And this ends your trade. 

 

LET FINISH WITH THE LAST PACKAGE, THAT’S VIP5; 

VIP 5 (Total of $1680 / N638,400 is needed) 

REGISTRATION (FEE = $600 / N228,000) 

This package requires an amount of $600 / N228,000 to activate it. 
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One receives Quantum beauty mask which cost $600 after registering. 

 

TRADING (CAPITAL = $1080 / N410,400) 

For each trade, one buys either Quantum energy foot massager or quantum 

watch from the retail at a cost of $600. This product belongs to you. 

You are then given opportunity to buy 2 of the same item you bought at the 

retail shop from the wholesale at 60% discount each. This amount $240 × 2 = 

$480 

CHYMALL lists your two products and sells for you in 10 days time at the retail 

for $600 each, making $1200 

A VAT of $36 is deducted for the government. 

So at the end of the 10 days, you will receive $1164. 

You can rollover you trading capital ($1080) for another trade, leaving your 

profit of $84 in your account. OR, 

You can withdraw all the $1164. And this ends your trade.  

 

 

 

CLICK THE WHATSAPP LINK TO JOIN 

https://chat.whatsapp.com/LOG9lcSqobh0xnc1ruflLW

